
West End electricity cable replacement
project – assurances given

I have obtained assurances from Scottish and Southern Energy about a high-
voltage  electric  cable  replacement  project  for  part  of  the  West  End,
following the failure of the first attempt to replace the cable last year
after some five weeks into roads disruption on Lochee Road, Fleuchar Street,
Scott Street, Blinshall Street, Glenagnes Road and other roads in-between.

Last year, after this disruption, the company abandoned the work as the new
underground cabling failed a final quality test.
Last year, whilst it was understood that the company would not implement a
cabling system that failed a safety test, I questioned why the testing took
place some five weeks into roads disruption.   At the time, I wrote to
Scottish and Southern Energy seeking an explanation as to why was testing of
the new cabling not undertaken before the roads were dug up and made it clear
this disruption for no purpose should never happen again.

I have now been advised that the company is coming back next month to re-do
the project, as follows :

“The highly technical and challenging project will commence on 6 March 2017
and is programmed to take six months to be completed. 

Traffic management systems and diversion of footpaths will be required to
protect  the  public  and  also  our  workforce.  A  brief  summary  of  the
requirements as follows: 

A923 Lochee Road, Joint Bay 1/2 – An excavation will be located mostly in the
public footpath. A traffic management system will see the A923 road slimmed
down in two locations to accommodate a diverted footpath. The road will
remain open to traffic which will be able to pass with care. The works are
programmed to be undertaken between 6 March 2017 – 24 August 2017. 

A923 Lochee Road, Joint Bay 2/3 – The excavation is located in the road and
will impact traffic turning left into Polepark Road from the City Centre, a
traffic management system will see the sequencing of traffic lights staggered
to accommodate single direction traffic. The works are programmed to be
undertaken between 13 March 2017 – 24 August 2017.

Fleuchar Street, Joint Bay 3/4 – A road closure will be required as the
excavation will take up a large section of the narrow public road. The
diversion around the excavation is 0.3 miles and would take approximately 1
minute by car. Local access for residents, pedestrians, cyclists etc. will be
maintained whilst the excavation is open. The road closure and associated
works will be in operation from 20 March 2017 – 24 August 2017. 
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Scott Street, Joint Bay 4/5 – There a requirement to divert an existing gas
pipe ahead of the cable installation works. This will require a full road
closure and will be in place for approximately 4 weeks, between 27 March – 24
April 2017. When the gas pipe has been relocated, the road will be opened to
a single lane. A traffic management system will be used to protect the public
and workforce during the works. All works are programmed to be undertaken
between 27 March 2017 – 24 August 2017. 

Glenagnes Road , Joint Bay 5/6 – The final excavation will be mainly located
on the main road across form the Junction at Logie Avenue. The road is wide
enough that traffic will be able to pass the works with care. A traffic
management system will be used to protect the public and workforce during the
works. The works are programmed to be undertaken between 3 April 2017 – 24
August 2017 

SHE Transmission will be engaging the specialist services of Balfour Beatty
and Nexans to undertake the project. Balfour Beatty and Nexans are regarded
as industry leaders in this field of work and have completed two similar
projects in Aberdeen, on behalf of SHE Transmission, to a high standard. 

The works are being undertaken through our permitted development rights for
underground electricity cables and are programmed to be undertaken between
0730 – 1900, Monday to Friday and 0730 – 1700 on Saturdays. We do not
anticipate the need to operate on Sundays unless an emergency situation
arises. 

Where works are in a residential zone, Fleuchar Street as an example, we will
aim to begin the working day from 0800.”

I therefore wrote to Scottish & Southern Energy as follows :

“Can I have an assurance that the new cable has been fully tested in advance
of the work taking place to give a guarantee that, unlike in 2016, the area
will not be disrupted then the work abandoned due to failure of the safety
test on the new high voltage cable?”

I have now received the following reassurance from the company’s Community
Liaison Manager :

“In relation to the high voltage cables, you have our assurance that no works
will commence on site until the cables have passed their final factory
assurance test (FAT).  The cables have been through numerous quality and
assurance tests and they have passed.  The final assurance test will take
place on 14 and 15 February.  I can certainly let you know the outcome of
this.”
I am pleased that Scottish & Southern Energy has given assurances that the
new cabling will have completed its testing before any road is dug up to fit
it.    We cannot have a re-occurrence of what happened last year.     There’s
been a lot of utilities’ work in the area in the past year and I am anxious
this  electricity  work  is  undertaken  with  the  minimum  of  disruption  to
residents and businesses in the area. 



Image of area affected (thin red line shows route of the cable) :

“Obvious benefits” to Third Menai
crossing – Ken Skates

Speaking ahead of the meeting, he outlined the work which has taken place to
 date and explained why the Welsh Government’s preferred solution was a third
Menai crossing.

The Economy and Infrastructure Secretary said:

“I have long been clear in my commitment to a third Menai crossing,
and the obvious benefits it would bring to local communities and
the economy. The current system is often at or over capacity and
with major projects such as Wyfla Newydd in the pipeline it’s
imperative that we act quickly to look at how we can improve
accessibility.

“We’ve looked in detail at all possible solutions to the existing
Britannia Bridge, from providing three narrow lanes with tidal flow
on the existing bridge to moving the eastbound merge to smooth
traffic flow. These options have been ruled out following
significant safety issues identified in risk assessments and
concerns raised by the emergency services.

“We are now developing a preferred option for a new bridge in
consultation with interested parties to see what’s possible. As
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part of this process, we continue to explore with the National Grid
opportunities for a combined road and cable crossing – something
which could provide added benefits to the scheme for all
concerned.”

Turning his attention to other transport projects currently taking place in
North Wales, the Economy Secretary said:

“The A55 is clearly another priority for Welsh Government, with
several multi million pound improvement schemes to improve
resilience, reduce traffic delays, tackle pinch points and upgrade
junctions already in progress,  and the consultation into the £200m
Deeside Corridor project almost under way.

“Alongside rail modernisation, our first Wales and Borders
franchise and our plans for a North Wales Metro, these are exciting
times for transport in North Wales. I’m keen to progress these
projects at the earliest opportunity so that communities across
North Wales can feel the benefits as soon as possible.”

Li sends congratulations on China-
Australia Tourism Year

Premier Li Keqiang sent congratulations to the opening ceremony of the China-
Australia Tourism Year, which was held on Sunday in Sydney.

The premier affirmed that cultural exchanges are one of the most significant
pillars for a bilateral relationship and he hopes both countries can expand
cultural and people-to-people exchanges through such events as the China-
Australia Tourism Year.

Li also said China and Australia are popular tourism destinations, with more
than 2 million trips made between the two countries last year.

Both countries, the premier said, respect the diversity of global
civilization and China is willing to promote cooperation with Australia based
on mutual respect and openness, and bring more benefits to both peoples as
well as global peace and stability based on their friendship over the past 45
years.

In his congratulatory letter, Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull said
the past 20 years has seen major achievements in tourism cooperation due to
the efforts of both countries. China has become the most significant tourism
market for Australia, and the number of tourists visiting the Oceanic country
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reached 1.2 million in the last year, he said.

Turnbull said the China-Australia Tourism Year marks the beginning of a new
era for bilateral relationships and both countries will share opportunities
for development in the future.

More than 2,000 people, including officials, leading tourism figures and
local residents, attended the ceremony.

Bias, balance and alternative facts

The BBC regularly says it must be getting it right because  both sides accuse
it of bias. The problem is there are more than two sides in many cases.

I have never argued the BBC is biased against the Conservatives and in favour
of Labour. I understand the lengths they go to criticise  both Conservative
Ministers and Opposition Spokesmen, and grasp their idea of balance, offering
an alternative  view in many cases.

The issue of bias and alternative truth takes more subtle forms. There is
firstly the bias in the selection  of stories. The BBC loves running endless
Brexit and climate change stories. It loves making other news items into
Brexit or climate change stories, when many of us think there is little or no
link. There is the endless sourcing of “the government should spend more”
stories, because there are so many lobby groups with that as an objective. 
People who want less government, who like Brexit, or are sceptical about the
theory that man made C02 is driving damaging climate change do  not feel
properly represented. Scientists are not interviewed with a view to
highlighting errors, inconsistencies and poor research in the way politicians
are.

Then there is the unintentional bias of the questions. Ministers are
regularly put under pressure for not spending enough. It is very rare to hear
Ministers under pressure for spending too much, for presiding over government
waste, for failing to find cheaper and better ways of doing things. There is
nearly always an automatic assumption that spending a lot in any particular
part of the public sector is good, and spending more is even better. There is
little probing behind the slogans to find out what the real numbers are, and
to ask why in some cases so much is spent to so little good effect.

There is the permanent anti Brexit bias in many scripts and questions. The
interviewer or journalist starts from the assumption that Brexit must be
damaging. Good news is then recorded “despite Brexit”, often with a caveat
that it could deteriorate in the future when Brexit  bites more. Never do you
hear an interviewer asking the other side to comment on how the Brexit vote
has triggered higher car output, more homes being built, higher consumer
activity, better confidence levels.
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Prior to the referendum there was always a bias against Brexit or Eurosceptic
speakers. We had to be introduced with unflattering descriptions, interrupted
more, and usually assumed to  be wrong. I remember when I was warning about
the banking crash and had a proposal on how to handle it, I was competing
with Lib Dem Vince Cable. I wanted controlled administration of overstretched
banks – the system they now say they will use in future – whilst he wanted
bank nationalisation. He got many more interviews than I did. He was often
introduced as an expert because he had had a former job as an economist at
Shell. I was introduced as a Eurosceptic with my past roles in  business and
investment ignored, though they were more relevant experience.

I’m all in favour of them asking me tough questions, but I just want them to
do the same for all the so called experts as well.

Violence in Myanmar’s Rakhine state
could amount to crimes against
humanity – UN special adviser

6 February 2017 – The scale of violence against the Rohingya community in
Myanmar’s Rakhine state documented in a recent United Nations human rights
report is a level of dehumanization and cruelty that is &#8220revolting and
unacceptable,&#8221 the UN Special Adviser on the Prevention of Genocide said
today, underlining the Government’s responsibility to ensure that populations
are protected.

In a statement, Special Adviser Adama Dieng said the flash report issued last
week by the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) gave
further credibility to allegations that security forces were committing
serious human rights violations against civilians in northern Rakhine state
from the very beginning of the recent escalation of violence, which was
precipitated by attacks on border posts in early October 2016 and the ensuing
operations by those forces.

According to the findings contained in the OHCHR report, human rights
violations committed by the security forces include mass gang-rape, extra-
judicial killings &#8211 including of babies and young children, brutal
beatings and disappearances.

&#8220If people are being persecuted based on their identity and killed,
tortured, raped and forcibly transferred in a widespread or systematic
manner, this could amount to crimes against humanity, and in fact be the
precursor of other egregious international crimes,&#8221 said Mr. Dieng.

&#8220This must stop right now!&#8221 he declared.
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Current panel not a credible option to undertake new investigation

Mr. Dieng also expressed concern that the commission previously appointed by
the Government to investigate the allegations and which, despite having
unhindered access to the region, found no evidence, or insufficient evidence,
of any wrongdoing by Government forces.

&#8220[However,] OHCHR, which was not given access to the area, found an
overwhelming number of testimonies and other forms of evidence through
interviews with refugees who had fled to a neighbouring country,&#8221 the
Special Adviser added. &#8220The existing Commission is not a credible option
to undertake the new investigation.&#8221

&#8220I urge that any investigation be conducted by a truly independent and
impartial body that includes international observers,&#8221 he noted,
welcoming the Government’s commitment to open an immediate probe.

&#8220If the Government wants the international community and regional actors
to believe in their willingness to resolve the matter, they must act
responsibly and demonstrate their sincerity,&#8221 Mr. Dieng said.

&#8220There is no more time to wait. All of this is happening against the
background of very deeply rooted and long-standing discriminatory practices
and policies against the Rohingya Muslims and a failure to put in place
conditions that would support peaceful coexistence among the different
communities in Rakhine state,&#8221 he concluded.


